
DOCUMENTCLASS PHD THESIS

The first thing we need to choose is a document class. The article class isn't designed for writing long documents (such
as a thesis) so we'll choose the report .

Three of the prologue sections are generated by LaTeX and not created explicitly by you; the table of contents,
list of figures, and list of tables. Instead of typing latex to create a dvi file, type pdflatex or xelatex instead.
These packages offer great flexibility in customizing the look of a bibliography, depending on the preference
in the field or the author. Happy TeXing! Some even have their own templates -- if yours does, probably best
to use that. The name should be in the usual order first, middle, last. Page numbering is something that isn't
fully programmed in the thesis class macros. Also, make sure you know the requirements of your institution
for your document, and try to incorporate those from the start e. If you use the "typewriterstyle" class option,
then underlined text is used instead. Writing a thesis in LaTeX 8. It is the sum of the five base options
numberchapteronly, emph2underline, plainhead, fixedheadsize, and chapup. As shown in the example, the
author command can be extended to print several lines. The book or report class are potentially more sensible
starting points. The sole argument is the body of the page. To indicate that any of these are only one page
long, or nonexistent, use the following commands as needed. I used memoir as the backbone of my thesis. In
the Math Department, the recommended way of preparing a suitable pdf file is with LaTeX, using the
ucbthesis document class. Often, the page numbers are changed to roman for this introductory part of the
document and only later, for the actual content, arabic page numbering is used. All of the options in this
section will prevent the thesis from conforming to the Graduate School guidelines, so none of these should be
used when generating the final copy. But do not use it in your dedication page, because that is never supposed
to be numbered. This way, you can typeset single chapters or parts of the whole thesis only, by commenting
out what you want to exclude. By default, the heading is numbered. For the rest they are more or less the
same. Addison-Wesley, second edition,  This is useful for finding anything that has gone outside the
acceptable margins, like equations that are too long, or figures and tables that are too big. Default is hardcopy.
Should I switch to TeXLive? The document class ucbthesis is already installed on our computer network.
Subsubsection headings and below are inlined. This can be done by placing the following commands before
and after the contents commands respectively. It might make sense to check out some beginner-friendly
resources though -- this question might have something of interest on that front. Otherwise, LaTeX provides a
few basic command for the creation of a title page. You will also need to file the Dissertation Release Form;
that form is not covered by this web page. Patching them in after you've already done a lot of work can be
rather tricky, so it's good to get an early start on this. The first argument, the title, is optional. Refer to this
page only if you are writing a doctoral dissertation. Only the filename of included figures are actually
displayed. Lastly, the size of the chapter and section headings aren't as large as the default in the report class.
Lists with generally recommended packages have already been linked by others, so I'll avoid repeating those
here. Lastly: Don't panic about reading documentation too much. They can be entered in any order. Options
for use while writing the thesis The options in this section are intended to ease writing the thesis.


